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Abstract 
As one of intermediary industries in market economy, the main function of 
enterprise credit rating is to go on enterprise credit treatment. It is the 
non-mandatory one of numerous enterprise credit treatment means. Through a 
scientific, tight and intact technology practice system, enterprise credit rating 
announces the whole credit state of enterprises with the simple symbol (usually with 
the English letters) that people understand easily, then encourage and restrain 
enterprises’ behavior of credit choice through market strength. So the function of 
enterprise credit rating to enterprise credit treatment is extraordinary unique and has 
nearly little side effects. Without reference to investigate from the theorization or 
from the credit treatment practice in developed countries, especially in U.S.A., 
enterprise credit rating plays an important role in restraining enterprise behavior of 
credit choice and improving whole credit grade of enterprise. And enterprise credit 
rating is also helpful for government to manage banking, finance and tax effectively. 
Based on which, it is very essential that our country develop enterprise credit rating 
more effect. 
But the situation of practice belies people’s hope. Over the past ten years, the 
development of enterprise credit rating in our country is full of frustrations. Until 
today, the whole enterprise credit rating industry is still very weak and nonstandard. 
Its position in market economy is not very obvious either. Current situation makes 
enterprise credit rating unable to make function. Under such background, it is 
important and realistic to analyze deeply extant problems of enterprise credit rating 
in our country on the perspective of institution and then find out the effective 
method and way to promote enterprise credit rating. 
The source of all sorts of enterprise credit rating problems existing in our 
country at present is realistic institution (include formal institution, informal 
institution). Realistic institution and enterprise credit rating development in our 
country have close relevance. Shown as two respects mainly: First, realistic 
institution affects development of enterprise credit rating directly; Second, by 
influencing enterprise's credit behavior (enterprises’ credit environment), the 
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enterprise credit rating development. Compared with direct influence, indirect 
influence that the realistic institution produced on development of enterprise credit 
rating seems more inconspicuous and complicated, so it is apt to be ignored by 
people. However, in current special period that enterprise's credit environment in 
our country is worsening constantly. To develop enterprise credit rating fast and 
healthily, we should not only take reform measures to standardize the development 
of enterprise credit rating, but also restrain and treat enterprise's credit behavior 
from institution. Meanwhile, adjust the government's support policies actively in 
order to foster enterprise credit market, and offer the power foundation to the 
development of enterprise credit rating. 
This article uses basic principle of new institution economy as the main 
research tool and analyses from the aspect of realistic institution. When analyses 
problems of enterprise credit rating with formal institution (such as law and 
property right), the thesis also pays attention to research the important influence 
factor that is belong to informal institution-credit culture. Through the comparison 
and summary of development experience of enterprises credit rating home and 
abroad, the thesis deeply analyses the inherent relevance between realistic 
institution and enterprises credit rating. On this basis, separately from two respect of 
cultivating enterprise credit rating market and standardizing enterprise credit rating, 
the thesis discusses reform thoughts to promote the healthy development of our 
country enterprise credit rating rapidly, and also discusses the problems of 
enterprise credit rating treatment at present in our country at the same time. 
The main innovations of this thesis are as follows: (1) Reveal the profound 
reason why credit rating of our country develops slowly and exists a great deal of 
problems, namely: Influence of the realistic institution; (2) Reveal the relevance 
between enterprise credit rating and enterprise credit treatment in realistic terms of 
deterioration of the enterprise credit environment in our country; (3) To discuss the 
problems of credit culture that closely related with enterprise credit rating 
development; (4)Research on the problems which relates closely with enterprise 
credit rating development, such as finance and tax jurisdiction, etc.  
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